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WHAT'S IT TAKE TO MAKE WHITES f IGHT? 
I have just ordered our men back from Al

bany, Georgia, where they were standing by to 
oppose any major move by "Dr." Martin Luther 
King and his red bhcks. The mere presence of 
our Nazi troops there has calmed the coons down 
as I expected, because the reds and Jews who 
mastermind the racial agitation in the South are 
more terrified of giving the Nazis "publicity" 
than almost anything else. They know that we 
alone, of ALL the right-wing and racist organi
zations, are as ready as they are to go to JAIL 
or be beaten or anything else for OUR race and 
Nation. As long as they were the only ALL-OUT 
outfit down there, they had things their own way, 
but as soon as I got back from England and real
ized howthe Communist Jews were using their 
black agitators to wreck Albany as a SYMBOL, 
we ACTED, and the reds retreated, -although 
the lying Jew press will never admit the fact. 

We have written many letters about the 
complete inability of all other White organiza
tions, including the Southern States themselves, 
to deal with the revolutionary red coons and 
their Jew bosses in New York. But our people 
just WON'T understand the teal nature of the 
fight, and aren't willing to make the ultimate 
sacrifices of going to JAIL to oppose this vile 
Jew-Communist black revolution being foment
ed in our midst. 

The South is resorting to 1ILLEGAL and 
UNCONSTITUTIONAL "legal" moves to stop the 
rape of its tradtions and culture, which is playing 
right into the hands of the enemy! 

- -
Their injunctions and other moves will be 

thrown out of court sooner or later, because the 
coons have the GUTS to test them by GOING TO 
JAIL, --something the Klan and all the rest won't 
do. But WE WILL. An,d the Jew manipulators 
know that. And so the Nazis remain the ONLY 
force the red racial agitators really fear. 

Faubus failed miserably with his premature 
and half-hearted attempt to use the state militia 
to stop the red-black revolution. Governor Almond 
of Virginia, J\mmy Davis of Alabam£t-and dozens 
of other officials have made fools of themselves 
with their empty promises to ''go to jail before 
we integrate one school". The schools ARE inte
grated, and none of these slick politiciahs are in 
jail! 
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So the ENTIRE NATIONAL FORCE of the 
Jew-Communist apparatus, including most of the 
officials of the Federal Government; is CONCEN
TRATED on the battle-ground chosen by the EN
EMY, --Albany! 

The blacks have been going to jail by the HUN
DREDS, and even many 0f the Jew accomplices 
have been willing to face these jails, (and very 
probable beatings by Southern jailers}, to WIN. 

But, so far -as we know, we are the ONLY 
WHITE MEN euqally willing to face jail and· beat
ings to SAVE OUR RACE AND NATION. 

• And so the White Man continues to shamble 
down the disgraceful rciad to destruction,· even as 
he denounces the blacks and Jews as "cowards" 
and scum. This "scum" has been winning because 
they are NOT cowards, because they are coura~
eous -if despicable, -REVOLUTIONARIES, while 
the White Man remains "conservative", writes 
letters to the paper and his Senator, and "deplores" 
the rape of Albany. 

The WHOLE JEW apparatus; press, TV, 
NAACP, King, CORE, the. Justice. Department 
Hebrews, the red "foundations" and all the 
rest of the terrible machinery of Jew 1treason 
is CONCENTRATED on one White Christian 
target after another, --an_d the victims react 
by RUNNING away from the place under attack. 
And, if they don't run fast enough, our White 
Officials burry them along as best they can. 

Governor Vandiver of Georgia hastened 
to reassure his Jew "friends", as soon as he 
was informed that our Nazi troops were in Al-

-bany, that we would get "the s.ame treatment 
·as other outside agitators" I . 

Can you imagine President Kennedy thus 
speaking of Coon King and his gang? No sir, not 
on your life. Kennedy stands BEHIND his side 
in the battle, while our side damns anybody who 
appears to have the guts to FIGHT the enemy! 

If the present half-witted and half hearted 
and half-witted "opposition" to the red-black rev
olution in America continues, the JEWS . AND 
BLACKS WIN EITHER WAY-. • 



If they manage to keep integrating everything 
and everybody in sight, there can be no doubt, of 
course, that they WIN. 

And when their attacks are met with sporad
ic, unplanned, cowardly and stupid "resistance", 
the Jew-dominated press is able to make "heroes" 
out of these rotten agitators. Every poor coon who 
can be paraded across the nation's TV screens with 
a trickle of blood showing is another nail in the 
coffin of the South and our White Race. Yet the men 
on our side continue to use SPORADIC, unplanned 
and utterly stupid VIOLENCE which never works 
against these Jew-manipulated blacks. 

Our politicians continue to make statements 
which only make the victory of the coons and Jews 
all the bigger, --just as I goaded the British Sec
retary of State into making stronger and stronger 
pronouncements that I would NEVER get into Eng
land, only to have to admit later that I WAS in, 
and that I had gotten into and out of our Interna
tional Congress in the Cotsolds. 

Every time Almond or Davis and the rest of 
the politicians say they will go to jail before they 
integrate, --and then they don't, -and they are 
ignominiously defeated and integrated, -it is much 
WORSE than if they went ahead and integrated 
quietly in the first place! 

Now the blacks are demanding a BLACK 
MILITIA, commanded by "the most militant 
fighters for liberation" I 

They won't get any such thing, of course, 
but you can imagine the cocky state of self-con
fidence which breeds such arrogant demands 
as THIS one! The Jews and red-blacks are 
WINNING ~lhite Man, -because the White Man 
hasn't got as much GUTS as his enemies! 

That's the rotten, disgusting truth! 

Our side is so scared of JAIL and JEWS that 
it deserts the ONLY FIGHTERS it has, the Ameri
can Nazi Party. 

This disgusts us, and makes us unhappy, of 
course, but it doesn't surprise us a bit. We COUNT 
on the cowardice and foolishness of our side, just 
as do the Jews. 

If any politician or Party in the South tells 
you that they are "all-out" fighters for the White 
Race, -let, them explain why their men are not 
in Albany, READY TO GO TO JAIL to stand 
up to the Jews and blacks, as we are! 
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Robert Welch, Billy James Hargis, General 
Walker, Schwartz, Bill Buckley, ---none of them 
are at the FRONT, where the enemy is ATTACK
ING, --and even the KKK has made nothing but 
half-hearted attempts at opposition. 

The NSRP, which boasts thousands of mem
bers, is not to be found in Albany, and, when the 
rampaging herds of blacks went tearing through 
its national headquarters and home of its leader, 
Ed Fields, the latter told me he was staying be
hind locked doors, under threat of arrest by the 
chief of Police. So we hounded the footsteps of the 
agitators right through the middle of Birmingham 
in FULL NAZI UNIFORM, with signs, "We Do 
HATE RACE-MIXING!" --to the cheers of the 
thousands of leaderless White Men in that city. 

This will be construed as an "attack" on the 
NSRP. It is NOT. It is a bald statement of one of 
the basic reasons the White Man is LOSING I It 
shows that the White Man is not losing because 
he is poorer or because of Kennedy or the FBI, 
but because the White "leadership", so far 9 sim
ply WON'T FIGHT AS HARD AS THE ENEMY. 

The Jews and coons are willing to go to 
jail and be beaten, as they are (let's face it), to 
beat YOU, 'White Mani But your leaders not on
ly won't dare these traditional hazards of revo
lution and counter-revolution, but BOAST that 
they have never been in jail, and neither have 
any of their members 1111 (Ed Fields constantly 
writes this in letters to other people which 
are then sent to me. The fact that I have men in 
jail is pointed out as an indication that I am some 
kind of a brutal opportunist who cares nothing for 
his men, etc etc. Can you IMAGINE Martin Lu
ther King writing that he has never oeen in jail 
and neither have any of his trained niggers? Of 
COURSE not! Right away, the Jews would give 
himthe heave-ho as a leader, because it is in the 
nature of a fight to get HURT, as well as hurt the 
enemy, and in this kind of a fight, the hurt is .u
sually jail and beatings, in addition to loss of in
come!) 

And there li~s the rub! 

The so-called "leaders" who curse us as 
lunatics and "provocateurs" not only never go to 
jail, --BUT THEY DON'T GO HUNGRY, -as 
we have to. They keep their INCOMES! 

America had better face the fact that it is 
in the middle of a Jew-led, communist REVO
LUTION, in which the Army consists mostly of 
BLACK SOLDIERS! 



You can't beat this filthy thing by letters 
and talk, --but especially you can't beat it with
out exposing yourselves to the enemy's fire, -
which means some of us will get killed, beaten, 
or go to jail. 

In any case, REAL fighters will find them
selves POOR and often hungry. Even the Jew who 
started the mess, Karl Marx, was often hungry, 
as we are. 

Whenever I find a RICH man who claims to 
be "fighting the Jews and niggers" all the way, I 
am reminded of the Biblical passage in which 
Jesus commented on the subject and pointed out 
that sooner will a camel go through a needle's 
eye than a rich man go to heaven. In times of 
REVOLUTION, such as we suffer, a man can be 
either a COUNTER-revolutionist and poor, -or 
he can stay rich and talk. He can't do BOTH, 
any more than a man can become a monk with 
millions. 

The rich men on the right in America are 

STILL putting their money into paper and talk, 
as produced by the hundreds of "right-wing" 
and "conservative" outfits, --while the Jew 
enemy puts HIS money into guys like Martin 
Luther King, --and his nigger TROOPS. The 
Jews know this is a FIGHT, -not an argument 
or a contest in "waking people up", and they 
support FIGHmNG MEN WHO GO TO 
JAIL EAGERLY, as a sign that they are actu
ally FIGHTING. 

The White Race will continue to suffer . 
more "Albany"s until it finally understands the 
nature of this FIGHT FOR WHITE SURVIVAL! 

And as soon as the Race DOES understand 
what is going on, our people will stop listening 
to the blabber-mouths, the pamphleteers and the 
eternal schemers of the "right-wing". They will 
be looking for the WHITE "Martin Luther King"s, 
--and they are NAZIS. 

And we will be ready when our race calls 
upon us to defend it. 

JEWS "Kill" MARllYN MONROE 
The once warm, laughing and lovely body of 

Marilyn Monroe now lies cold and rotting in the 
ground, -a tragic testimonial to the emptiness of 
the Jewish materialism which is called "the Am
erican way-of-life". 

Snatched by greedy Jewish promoters from 
the innocent bliss of a Christian youth and thrown 
into the hellish Jewish "melting pot" of pornography, 
commercialism, race-mixing, degeneracy, filth 
and communism which is "Hollywood", poor inno
cent Marilyn reached the limit of human endurance. 
In her last, pitiful act, she lashed out against the 
Jews who had siezed and exploited her. innocent 
young Christian body, 

Considering the wretched record of money
crazed, greedy Hollywood Jews, in taking inno
cent White Christian girls from a care-free, hap ... 
py life and leading them to a misery-ridden night ... 
mare of prostitution and vice, a probe of Marilyn 
Monroe's last thoughts on earth might have led to 
finding this suicide note, crumpled in her limp, 
dead hand: ............ . 

I can remember being happy once, but that was 
befor_e I ever. lan~~d in this jungle, this alien 
jungle! That is just what it is, and it has killed 

all that was good in me. 

I don't seem to know how I got here, to all this, 
not really. It all seems so foreign, like a bad 
dream, like I'm not actually here, like I am only 
asleep and mother will come and hold me. How 
I wish I could! If I could only escape them! But 
it is no use! I have tried! 

Their horrid, greedy faces, - like vicious, crazy 
animals following me everywhere, using me, and 
always with promises and sales-talk! I can hear 
their selfish, whining voices even here, tonight, 
alone I Haggling, money grabbing, pushing, nasty
minded, always making me do things I hated, using 
me like a piece of merchandise in one of their shop:: 
I thought if I became one of them it would make it 
easier, somehow. Maybe I could learn t9 under
stand their alien ways. But it was no use. They 
still seem so foreign and evil to me! 

You can't become one of them, they' re too different 
from us. Horribly different! There is no other way 
out of this mess. 

Please, bury me like our Christian family, not like 
them. Keep them a way from me. 

Norma 



INVESTIGATE NAACP & CORE - NOT MUSLIMS 
Recently, in summer's heat, some sixty 

Negro inmates rioted at the District of Columbia 
Youth Reformatory at Lorton, Virginia. Of the 
sixty, two were discovered to be members of Eli
jah Muhammad's Muslims, an organization of 
Black men, desiring racial separation from Whites. 
Immediately, the whole thing was denounced as a 
Muslim riot, and political voices were raised across 
the country, accusing the Muslims of being every
thing from "Un-American" to "subversive." Some 
demanded a Congressional Investigation and it is 
now reported in the works. 

When I attended the Muslim's Convention in 
Chicago, and addressed them on Separation of the 
Races, I found them utterly sincere in their belief 
in racial separation. Unlike, the integrationist 
NAACP and CORE, the Muslims are led by Black 
men, not Jews. 

Consequently, the Muslims have been victims 
of much of the same type of attacks as has been the 
American Nazi Party -- and very often from the 
same sources. The Leftist mayor of Los Angeles, 
described by General Walker's aid, Major Arch 
Roberts, as having a communist background, has 
called the Muslims '''Nazis". Kosher Conservative 
George Sokolsky calls them Un-American because 

they want a piece of land, somewhere, for them
selves. 

Whenever the American Nazi Party is the sub
ject of someone's demand for a Cbngressional In
vestigation, we say - "Fine, bring them on!" We 
welcome an opportunity to present our anti-commu
nist program to the American people. 

The Muslims may feel the same way about 
talk of their being investigated. But we'd like to 
suggest, that before Congress conducts any inves
tigation of the Muslims -- they immediately inves
tigate the communist-fronting NAACP and CORE, -
and Martin Luther King, all of whom are currently 
engaged in the criminal destruction of the White 
South -- and all of whom have long and nefarious 
records of association with communist and race
mixing Jews, whose activities in aiding Jewish 
communism against \Vhite Christian America is 
already well documented in hundreds of pages of 
government hearings. 

It is Martin Luther King, CORE and the 
NAACP, who are right now creating riots and 
turmoil in America, and it is they who should 
be investigated -- not the Muslims I 

A WHITE MANS' INTERNATIONAU Al LAST 
Reproduced on the back page of this ROCK

WELL REPORT are micro-photostats of one of 
the most historic documents in the history of our 
people. 

Here you can read the entire COTSWOLD 
AGREEMENTS; -the first formal alliance between 
nationalist groups based solely on RACE and the 
doctrines of the world's foremost racist, Adolf 
Hitler! 

The agreements which you see typed so 
neatly here were reached in a tent in the Cots
wolds, England, under what can only be describ
ed as COMBAT CONDITIONS. The discussions 
between the leaders of Britain, the USA, Germ
any, Austria, Ireland, etc, were frequently in
terrupted by wild attacks on the National Social-

ist Camp by Jews and Communists pretending 
to be "local villagers". The incredibly courag
eous "Spearhead" troopers of Colin Jordan re
pulsed these .attacks again and again, even tho 
they were heavily outnumbered. Several times 
the police and Scotland Yard men searched the 
camp, and, although I cannot give details~ it 
can be imagined what I had to do, -with all of 
England hunting me. 

In spite of all this, and a lot of give and 
take among especially hard-headed men, we 
were able to reach substantial agreements on 
the main points and set up, at long last, a 
WHITE MANS' INT ERNA TIO NALE, --to op
pose and destroy the JEW INTERNATIONALE 
of Communism, Zionism and international 
Jew bankers. 
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FIRST WORKING DRAUGHT OF 

THE COTSVIOLD AGREEMENTS 

between the 
National Socialist delegates 

or 

GREAT BRITAIN, THE UNITED STATES, GERMANY, AUSTRIA, FRANCE; 

THE IRISH REPUBUC AND BELGIUM 

ASSEMBLED IN INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION IN THE ENCAMP

MENT IN '.l'HE CQ'.:r~~~ UNITED KINGDOM. 

PURPOSES: 

Immediate: 

1. To form a monollthic, combat-efficlent, international political apparatus 
to combat and utterly destroy the international Jewish Communist and 
Zionist apparatus of treason and subversion. 

2. To protect and promote the ARYAN RACE and its WESTERN CIVILIZA
TION, wherever its members may be upon the globe, and whatever their 
nationality may be. 

3. To protect private property and free enterprise from communist class 
warfare. 

Eventual: 

1. To work toward the unity of all White People in a National Socialist World 
order, 

2. To work toward suitable arrangements with non-white leaders of other 
races to advance racial dignity and justice for ,f;:)ach race on the basis of 

total arid absolute geographic separation of the ·races, 

3. To work toward just allocations of suitable a:nd reasonable portions of the 
earth's surface for the ~xclusive sovereignity of the Black Race, of the 
Yellow Race, of the Red llace and of the Brown Race, 

4, To work toward an eventual wrld ORl.>ER, based on RACE, with just 
representation from each RACIAL group, 

5, To find and accomplish on a world-wide scale a just and final settlement 
of the Jewish problem. 

~ 
16, Regular and formal "ACTION REPORTS" by ail signatory organization11 

shall be submitted every fortnight to International Headquarters in London 
where they will be correlated, edited and complied., 110 that the compllla
tion can be then 11ent out from London to all signatory members once a 1 
month, 

17, The world Union of National l:ioctalists shall publish quarterly, at urst, '!,... 
a publication to be called "THE NATIONAL SOCIALIST WORLD", Actual \ 
printing shall be accomplished in each member Nation from plates I 

supplied by the lithographic shop of The American Nazi Party, But all. 
material for THE NATIONAL SOCIALIST WRLD shall be first gathered 
by International Headquarters in· London, approved by the International 
Leader, and then edited and assembled in the publication offices in Arling-l 
ton, Virginia, U.S. A. I 

18, Our Nazi Party Comrades in Germany and other nations where our ideas 
are brutally and illegally Suppressed, shall be forbidden to participate in 
any open_ operations which might jeopardize the growth of the movement 
in these "democratic" and "free" countries. Instead, they agree to or
ganize on the "cell" principle, and work entirely underground until the 
illegal suppression ceases. Every precaution will be taken by other mem 
her organizations of WUNS to guard the identity and operations of our 
German comrades with our lives, if necessary, Knowledge of leaders in 
the suppressed nations shall be restricted to those who MUST know such 
information, and will not be divulged to any who are not required to know 
such identities, etc. 

19, The World Union of National Socialists recognizes PRIVATE PROPERTY 
and FREE ENTERPRISE as the natural and therefore essential corner
stones of a prosperous and just economy, and undertakes to protect these 
ideals and systems with every resource at its command, 

20. At the same time, WUNS recognizes that Jewish Marxist ideas of "class
warfare" and "equality" must be destroyed, and that we must work toward 

- a society in which all honest and productive citizells receive just rewards 
for their labor, regardless of their "class", and that they receive abso
lute social justice, 

21, Each signatory to the Cotswold Agreements pledges his organization to 
MAXIMUM efforts in the way of demonstrations, .leaflet distributions and 
other protests whenever any of our leaders or members are illegally per-~ 
secuted for attempting, 1egally and peacefully to promulgate our legltimat 
ideas and expose the illegal and criminal machinations of th~ international 
Communist-Zionist-plutocrat Jews. 

22, It is agreed that WUNS and all member organizations shall at all times 
remain scrupulously within the laws of their respective nations and 
[nternational laws, so long as the respective governments under which 
we operate, and which we seek to protect, do not use illegal methods or 
force and violence against us, WUNS shall be an absolutely open organi
zation, except where National Socialist ideas are, per se, a crime, as in 
"democratic" Germany, Austria, etc. 

AGREED IDEAS AND STATEMENT_§ 

1. The International Jewish apparatus of political and economic power 
presently has the world enslaved, either in the snake-like tolls of itE 

Zionist, plutocratic, "democratic" international bankers and press 
demagogues, or the crushing tentacles of the world-gripping Jewish 
Communist revolUtionary terrorist octopus. This international Jewi.si. 
power machine cannot be sto~ped, much less deatroyed, by any local or 
"national" group, nor can it be destroyed by any "cultural-ring", associa-
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WHITE MEN! 

2, Such an international .apparatus to defend the White Aryan Race and its 
Western Christian civilization from the international Jewish gang of 
"democratic" plutocrat Zionlsts and red revolutionary terrorists, to be 

EFFECTIVE, must be CENTRALLY DIRECTED, not by any council or 
committee or parliament, but by a fighting LEADER, 

3. For the immediate present, and for tactical reasons, it is desirable that 
the international leader of WUNS should confine his authority and command; 
entirely and strictly to INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS ALONE. All sig
natory organizations and leaders pledge themselves to obey implicitly thes1 
international commands of the leader in internatlonal affairs, But internal 
operations and affairs within each country shall remain entirely under the 
absolute command of National Leaders in each country, 

4, The "COTSWOLD AGREEMENTS" are understood to be only the growid
work, the frame-work and the starter for the World Union of National 
Socialists, to give us something SOLID on which to build, There has been 
a good deal of "give-and-take" between the signatories in the inter-est of. 
making a start at last toward an international FIGHTING unity or our race, 
a unity such as the Jews .have brllliantly maintained for six thousand years~ 

5. The name of the International Nazi Organization shall be "THE \\ORU) 
UNION OF NATIONAL SOCIAlJSTS". 

6. The insignia of the World Union of N~tional Socialists shall be a swastl.ka 
with a small globe in the center, in the color of the Jew and United Nation~ 
blue flags, signifying the White Race crushing and eliminating these foul 
and alien bodies, and the fact that WUNS is INTERNATIONAL, 

7, No organization or individual failing to ac;knowledge the spiritual leader
ship of Adolf Hitler, and the fact that we are NATIONAL SOCIALISTS, 
shall be admitted to membership in WUNS. 

8. It is agreed that QUALITY, DlSCIPLINE, and LOYALTY shall be the 
fundamental aims in building WUNS, We do not seek a large organizatiu11, 
or a large number of participating groups, but a TOUGH, flGHTING, 
DISCIPLINED elite world organization which can put an end to the disunily 
of the Aryan White Race, and finally give the internation.ai White masses 
of the earth some real, international LEADERSlllP. 

23. But in J.ew Communist Countries, and in 3:ny country where, under pres-1 
sure from the Jews, the government resorts to outright violations of the 
law against us, and illegal force and violence to prevent our peaceful 
propagation of our ideas, the National Socialist Party of that country will 
have no choice but to go underground and survive and succeed by whateve 
methods are left to it,and seem most likely to succeed. It shall then be 
the duty of signatory members to work under the direction of the Inter
national Leader to raise and maintain an international furor over the I 
illegal terrorism of our people by the offending, Jew-dominated govern- , 
ment. It shall further be the duty of _all WUNS units to help the member■ 

of the persecuted units to secure political asylum or other means of sur
vival, until the illegal and terroristic government involved can be brought 
to terms with legality, honesty and decency. ' 

24. Because of the tyranical pressure on The Government of Great Britain by 
the Jews, and the resulting exclusion from the Cotswold Conference of the 
delegates who attempted to come from Sweden, Iceland, Norway and many 
other nations, the signatories to these agreements have entered into the 

. compact without the concurrance of their National Socialist Coml'adee in 
these other nations. For this reason, these documents will be signed by 
the plenipotentiary Nazi delegates present only as tentative draughts, and 
it ta understood that they may be and probably will be modified after sub
mission to the delegates who were excluded by Great Britain. 

25, Joining forces with WUNS shall be under.etood lo be a one-way arrange
ment, and nothing like ]oining a club or society. Defections shall be con
sidered treason, and shall be published accordingly at such time as 
proper legal trial and judgment shall be possible, • 

Agreed to at Cotswold, England this fifth day of Aug~st, 1962. 

For British National Socialist Movement 

For American Nazi Party 

Foi'":Belgium National Socialist Movement 

For French National Socialists 

For First German National Socialist Hundred 

-•-
119~ Only ONE leader and group in each nation may _be admitted to membenhip 

in WONS, Where two or more organizations in one national seek admit
tance, they will be required to fight it out until one organization attaim 
unquestioned mastery and leadership in the National Soclallst field. 

10. Political nomads, trouble-makers, hoodlums, thrill-seekers and cowards 
of all stripes will be ruthlessly barred and scourged from all member or
ganizations. The announcement by any National Leader of a WONS organ
ization that a particular individual in bis country is a trouble-maker or 
undesirable for any reason shall be suUiclant to insure the ostracism of 
such individual by the entire world apparatus of WUNS, In addition, the 
World Union will do all in its power legally to prevent any further political 
operations or sabotage by such trouble-makers or undesirables wbatsoeve 
and wheresoever, and to see that an example is made of such persODB to 
discourage further fractionalization and trouble-making. -

• u. Pending the World Nazi Congress of 1963, in nations having not yet signed 
the Cotswold Agreements, individuals will be admitted to WUNS. But it is 
national Naz{ Groups, and not individuals, who are sought for membership 
and membership to single individuals will therefore be closed as soon as 
possible. In no case may an individual join W~S as long a.B there ls a 
WUNS signatory Nazi group in his own nation. 

12, Until the World Nazi Congress of 1963 can be held, The World Union cl. 
National Socialists will submit these provisional AgreeD).ents to as many 
National &ee&aUt groups in other nations as possible, and seek, by every 
means to build the mooolitbil political fighting structure of WUNS while 
waiting for formal signatures at the World Nazi Congress in 1963. 

13, Until the Nazi World Congress of 1963, it has been agreed that Colin 
Jordan, founder and leader of the British National Socialist Movement, 
shall be the International Leader, Pro Tempore, of the World Union cl. 
National Socialists. Lincoln Rockwell, Commander of the American Nazi 
Party, shall be the Deputy Leader, Pro Tempore, of the WUNS. Inter
national Secretary, Pro Tern.pore, shall be Capt. Karl Allen, o[ the Amer
ican Nazi Party, and Deputy International Secretary, Pro Tempore, shall 
be John Tyndall, of the British Nati.anal Socialist Movement. Permanent 
leaders and officers of WUNS shall be chosen at the 1963 Nail World 
Congress. 

14. InlemaUonal Leader, Pro Temp. Colin Jordan shall have the responsibil
ity and the authority to make necessary arrangements and locate a nation 
whoro there t:1llll remains sufficient political freedom from domination by 
Tntorn11Uonal Jowu to permit a peaceful international Nazi assembly. In 
tho event of tho death or imprisonment of Colin Jordatl, Lincoln Rockwell 
undortakoa to arrange this World Nazi Congress for.)963. 

11 
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errort on dramatic demonstrations on a coordinated world-wide basis on 
behalf of our reapective races arill nations, under the command of the 
International Leader, Colin Jordan. • 
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